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may be surprised to
learn of a fact, ignored by
textbooks and teachers, that
tells us most of what we need
to understand the nature of
biological evolution, why it
occurs, why organisms develop specialized cells and tissues, and why species originate to fill various niches in
nature.This fact is the catalytic
power of enzymes, specialized
proteins that accelerate biochemical processes, multiplying their basal rates by factors
ranging up to one billion billion (1018) fold.
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The concept of the life
process as the sum of many
hundredsof individualenzymecatalyzed processes has been
with us for at least a century.
The immense magnitude of
enzymic acceleration was
revealed during the 1960s by
Daniel Koshland, one-time
editor of Science, but its far
reachingimplicationsare completely ignored.

The firstimplicationis that
the process of biologicalevolution began long before emergence of the earliestsingle cell
organisms. Those cells must
have possessed all of the essential attributes of fully evolved
organisms,the specializedproteins and genetic apparatus
that function in replication.
Indeed, when the first cell
appearedthe basic processesof
evolutionwerealreadycompleted.
To understand these basic
processes we must invoke
Einstein's dictum, attested by
all of science history:
"Knowledge cannot spring
from experience alone but
from a comparison of inventions of the intellect with the
facts of observation."
The simplest "inventionof
the intellect"in this case is a
beginning with a structure
containing a single protein
molecule and replicatingat an
extremely low rate, once per
one million years by my esti-

mate. Through mutation and
selection for rapidityof replication, units with cooperating
specialized proteins evolved
which could reproduce more
rapidly than the original single-proteinunit, a process culminatingwith the cell in which
a protein molecule forms in
about five seconds (originally
one million years).
The origin of multi-cell
organisms and diverse species
extends, in various niches, the
natural selection for maximal
rates of replication that
brought forth the cell.
I shall leave for another
time the origin of the first protein, the origin of order from
disorder, the origin of death,
the evolution of the genetic
code, and a more fundamental
analysis of evolution in terms
of energy transformations.
Simon Black
NationalInstitutesof Health
Bethesda,Maryland
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